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Question 5

The figure below shows GDP in the binding pocket of a G protein.
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a) Circle the strongest interaction that exists between:

i) the side chain of Lys and the phosphate group of GDP

van der Waals covalent hydrogen bond ionic

ii) the side chain of Glu and the ribose group of GDP

van der Waals covalent hydrogen bond ionic

iii) the side chain of Tyr and the guanine base of GDP

van der Waals covalent hydrogen bond ionic

b) You make mutations in the GDP-binding pocket of the G protein and examine their effects on
the binding of GDP.  Consider the size and the nature (e.g. charge, polarity, hydrophilicity,
hydrophobicity) of the amino acid side chains and and give the most likely reason why each
mutation has the stated effect.  Consider each mutation independently.

i) Arg is mutated to a Lys, resulting in a G protein that still binds GDP.

ii) Asp is mutated to a Tyr, resulting in a G protein that cannot bind GDP.
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iii)  Since both parents are carriers (+/cf), the probability of an affected child is 1/4.

iv) Again, both parents are carriers, the probability of having a child who is a carrier is 1/2.

b) i)  Since the signal sequence would be unaffected by the mutation, the protein could be found in
either the Golgi, the ER, or some membrane vesicle.
ii) Deletion or mutation of the signal sequence would create a protein which would not be
translated into the ER.

c) 
i)  Since gp19 prevents MHC I display, virus-infected cells which are expressing the wild-type disease

X gene would not be attacked by the cellular immune system.
ii) 1)  Digest pBR-Ad2-7 with NheI and HindIII.

2) Digest pCMV-disease X with SpeI and HindIII.  Isolate the CFTR cDNA fragment.
3) Ligate the products of steps 1 and 2.

4) Cut the resulting plasmid with BamHI to obtain a linear fragment with disease X gene at the PE1
promoter.
Question 5
treat the substrate with DTT (a compound that disrupts disulfide bonds) and test the enzyme E activity again.
This time the substrate is cleaved by enzyme E.
Why was enzyme E able to cleave the protein substrate only after the substrate was treated with DTT?
Enzyme X binds and cuts at specific sites.  These site are not present on the exterior of the substrate when the
substrate is properly folded.  When the disulfide bonds within the substrate protein are disrupted, the 3
dimensional shape is altered, and the protein unfolds.  This allows enzyme X access to sites that were
previously protected within the substrate protein.

c) You conduct mutational studies of enzyme E. You examine the kinetics of the various mutants as compared to the normal enzyme.  The
data from your experiments is shown below.

ii) Which mutant has the same affinity for the substrate as the normal enzyme?
mutant 2

iii) Which mutant has the same catalytic activity as the normal enzyme?
mutant 1

Question 5

b)     i)

ii)

iii)

van der Waals            covalent            hydrogen bond              ionic

van der Waals            covalent            hydrogen bond              ionic

van der Waals            covalent            hydrogen bond              ionic

b) i) Arg and Lys are both positively charged, thus the ionic interaction with the phosphate group
is preserved.  The side chains of both amino acids are also of similar size.
ii) Tyr is much larger than Asp.  Although Tyr can form a hydrogen bond, GDP will no longer
fit into the binding pocket.  The Tyr side chain is also much more hydrophobic than the Asp side
chain.

a)
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